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Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 2006-07-01

this book presents the time reservation using adaptive control for energy efficiency trace family of protocol
architectures that provide such dynamic coordinated channel access in a distributed manner enabling energy efficient
real time data communications in manets furthermore this book provides an introduction to the fundamentals of
manets an overview of protocols for each layer of the protocol stack and a discussion of the issues involved
with energy efficient protocol design and quality of service for real time data transmission

Energy Efficient Smart Phones for 5G Networks 2014-10-09

this book addresses current technology trends and requirements leading towards the next era in mobile
communication handsets and beyond that the book proposes innovative solutions that could be candidate
solutions for 5g phones it adopts a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary stance towards handset design a
necessary ingredient if 5th generation handset and services are to really take off therefore the scope of the book
targets a broad range of subjects including energy efficiency rf design cooperation context aware systems roaming
and short range networking all of which working in synergy to provide seamless mobility and high speed
connectivity within a hetnet environment specifically the authors investigate how we can exploit the cooperation
paradigm and context aware mechanism working in synergy to provide energy compliant phones that can introduce
power savings of up to 50 on state of the art going beyond this a chapter on business modeling approaches is also
included based on incentive mechanisms for cooperation that will provide the necessary leverage to promote the up
take of the proposed technology

Energy-Efficient Spectrum Management for Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks
2017-08-01

this monograph addresses the spectrum scarcity problem by providing a comprehensive overview of spectrum
resource management in cognitive radio sensor networks crsns it shows a variety of crsn applications covering
machine to machine communications cyber physical systems and internet of things the authors explore the benefits of
an integrated energy efficient spectrum management solution for crsns including spectrum sensing decision and
allocation both theoretical and experimental aspects of crsns are covered in detail academics researchers and
developers will find this monograph an exceptional resource with valuable knowledge and insights it also has
extensive references from top journals conference proceedings books and standards

Energy Efficiency in Wireless Networks 2013-01-24

the last decade has witnessed an unprecedented development and growth in global wireless communications systems
technologies and network traffic generated over network infrastructures this book presents state of the art
energy efficient techniques designs and implementations that pertain to wireless communication networks such as
cellular networks wireless local area networks wlans and wireless ad hoc networks wahns including mobile ad
hoc networks manets and wireless sensor networks wsns as they are deployed across the world to facilitate
always on reliable high speed wireless access from anywhere at anytime to accommodate the new paradigm of the
internet of things iot the pervasive and exponential growth of wi fi and the impact of bandwidth intensive
applications on the energy consumption of wi fi enabled devices are discussed along with energy harvesting as an
advantageous option to power wahns the book aims to serve as a useful reference for researchers students
regulatory authorities and educators

Energy Efficient Cooperative Wireless Communication and Networks
2014-11-11

compared with conventional communications cooperative communication allows multiple users in a wireless
network to coordinate their packet transmissions and share each other s resources thus achieving high performance
gain and better service coverage and reliability energy efficient cooperative wireless communication and networks
provides a comprehensive look at energy efficiency and system design of cooperative wireless communication
introducing effective cooperative wireless communication schemes the book supplies the understanding and methods
required to improve energy efficiency reliability and end to end protocol designs for wireless communication systems
it explains the practical benefits and limitations of cooperative transmissions along with the associated designs
of upper layer protocols including mac routing and transport protocol the book considers power efficiency as a
main objective in cooperative communication to ensure quality of service qos requirements it explains how to bring
the performance gain at the physical layer up to the network layer and how to allocate network resources
dynamically through mac scheduling and routing to trade off the performance benefits of given transmissions
against network costs because the techniques detailed in each chapter can help readers achieve energy efficiency and
reliability in wireless networks they have the potential to impact a range of industry areas including wireless
communication wireless sensor networks and ad hoc networks the book includes numerous examples best practices
and models that capture key issues in real world applications along with algorithms and tips for effective design
the book supplies the understanding you will need to achieve high performing and energy efficient wireless networks
with improved service coverage and reliability
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LTE Self-Organising Networks (SON) 2011-12-28

covering the key functional areas of lte self organising networks son this book introduces the topic at an
advanced level before examining the state of the art concepts the required background on lte network scenarios
technologies and general son concepts is first given to allow readers with basic knowledge of mobile networks to
understand the detailed discussion of key son functional areas self configuration optimisation healing later the
book provides details and references for advanced readers familiar with lte and son including the latest status of
3gpp standardisation based on the defined next generation mobile networks ngmn and 3gpp son use cases the book
elaborates to give the full picture of a son enabled system including its enabling technologies architecture and
operation heterogeneous networks including different cell hierarchy levels and multiple radio access technologies
as a new driver for son are also discussed introduces the functional areas of lte son self optimisation
configuration and healing and its standardisation also giving ngmn and 3gpp use cases explains the drivers
requirements challenges enabling technologies and architectures for a son enabled system covers multi technology
2g 3g aspects as well as core network and end to end operational aspects written by experts who have been
contributing to the development and standardisation of the lte self organising networks concept since its inception
examines the impact of new network architectures heterogeneous networks to network operation for example
multiple cell layers and radio access technologies

Energy-Efficient Algorithms and Protocols for Wireless Body Sensor
Networks 2019-08-28

this book provides a systematic treatment of the theoretical foundation and algorithmic tools necessary in the
design of energy efficient algorithms and protocols in wireless body sensor networks wbsns these problems
addressed in the book are of both fundamental and practical importance specifically the book delivers a
comprehensive treatment on the following problems ranging from theoretical modeling and analysis to practical
algorithm design and optimization energy efficient clustering based leader election algorithms in wbsns mac
protocol for duty cycling wbsns with concurrent traffic multi channel broadcast algorithms in duty cycling
wbsns and energy efficient sleep scheduling algorithms in wbsns target readers of the book are researchers and
advanced level engineering students interested in acquiring in depth knowledge on the topic and on wbsns and their
applications both from theoretical and engineering perspective

Mathematical Optimization for Efficient and Robust Energy Networks
2021-03-19

this book presents a collection of energy production and distribution problems identified by the members of the cost
action td1207 mathematical optimization in the decision support systems for efficient and robust energy networks
the aim of the cost action was to coordinate the efforts of the experts in different fields from academia and
industry in developing innovative tools for quantitative decision making and apply them to the efficient and robust
design and management of energy networks the work covers three main goals to be a nimble while comprehensive
resource of several real life business problems with a categorized set of pointers to many relevant prescriptive
problems for energy systems to offer a balanced mix of scientific and industrial views to evolve over time in a
flexible and dynamic way giving from time to time a more scientific or industrial or even political in a broad sense
weighed perspective it is addressed to researchers and professionals working in the field

Service Efficient Network Interconnection Via Satellite 2002-01-21

a local area network lan is a network usually within a single office or building that links desktop computers with
each other and with peripherals such as servers and printers the interconnect is the electrical and functional
association of two different services often provided by different suppliers and it is from lan inter connection that
telecoms operators seek to profit the application of lan interconnection via satellite can be used to complement
and extend existing terrestrial public access networks through interconnection of clusters of broadband islands
such as lans and mans in remote regions where terrestrial lines are expensive to install and operate examples
include hospitals clinics in remote and rural areas can be connected to the central hospitals in a tele medicine
environment remote offices can be connected to the central office to facilitate tele working university colleges
can be inter connected to provide tele education facilities similarly the possibility to provide access to such
facilities in developing regions of the world is also viable and particularly attractive in the short to mid term
private lan connection facilities could also be made available to the corporate user offering the possibility to
establish broadband internet access within a closed user group such a scenario could be of interest to the
financial sector by gathering the knowledge and experiences of well known satellite systems experts from different
parts of europe this comprehensive volume provides detailed analysis on technical aspects for interconnecting
local area network using satellite starting from traffic source modelling for different types of applications and
services to different types of transmission techniques and networking functions for supporting such services
different case studies are presented to analyse the performance of such technologies by providing an insight to
current and future developments in satellite communications systems and by covering a broad range of materials in
technical aspects in relation to satellite communication systems technologies this volume will be of tremendous
use to researchers academia and industry first book to present such a thorough description of the reliability
functions of satellite systems discusses ip over satellite provides a unique analysis and description of different
simulation tools that are under development for evaluating the performance of satellite systems includes a
chapter devoted to traffic modelling for satellite systems reviews current research and developments in security
and discusses how such security functions can be implemented over satellite networks addresses different types of
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routing strategies and includes three different case studies which have been carried out to analyse the performance
of different routing strategies

Management of water networks. Proceedings of the Conference «Efficient
Management of Water Networks. Design and Rehabilitation Tech-niques».
Ferrara, May 2006 2007

packet delay and energy consumption are important considerations in wireless and sensor networks as these metrics
directly affect the quality of service of the application and the resource consumption of the network especially
for a rapidly growing class of real time applications that impose strict restrictions on packet delays dynamic
rate control is a novel technique for adapting the transmission rate of wireless devices almost in real time to
opportunistically exploit time varying channel conditions as well as changing traffic patterns since power
consumption is not a linear function of the rate and varies significantly with the channel conditions adapting the
rate has significant benefits in minimizing energy consumption these benefits have prompted significant research in
developing algorithms for achieving optimal rate adaptation while satisfying quality of service requirements in
this book we provide a comprehensive study of dynamic rate control for energy minimization under packet delay
constraints we present several formulations and approaches adopted in the literature ranging from discrete time
formulations and dynamic programming based solutions to continuous time approaches utilizing ideas from network
calculus and stochastic optimal control theory the goal of this book is to expose the reader to the important
problem of wireless data transmission with delay constraints and to the rich set of tools developed in recent
years to address it table of contents introduction transmission rate adaptation under deadline constraints
average delay constraints

Communication Efficient Federated Learning for Wireless Networks
2022-05-31

this book discusses the smooth integration of optical and rf networks in 5g and beyond 5g heterogeneous networks
hetnets covering both planning and operational aspects the integration of high frequency air interfaces into 5g
wireless networks can relieve the congested radio frequency rf bands visible light communication vlc is now
emerging as a promising candidate for future generations of hetnets heterogeneous rf optical networks combine the
high throughput of visible light and the high reliability of rf however when implementing these hetnets in mobile
scenarios several challenges arise from both planning and operational perspectives since the mmwave terahertz and
visible light bands share similar wave propagation characteristics the concepts presented here can be broadly
applied in all such bands to facilitate the planning of rf optical hetnets the authors present an algorithm that
specifies the joint optimal densities of the base stations by drawing on stochastic geometry in order to satisfy the
users quality of service qos demands with minimum network power consumption from an operational perspective the
book explores vertical handovers and multi homing using a cooperative framework for vertical handovers it
employs a data driven approach based on deep neural networks to predict abrupt optical outages and on the basis
of this prediction proposes a reinforcement learning strategy that ensures minimal network latency during
handovers in terms of multi homing support the authors examine the aggregation of the resources from both
optical and rf networks adopting a two timescale multi agent reinforcement learning strategy for optimal power
allocation presenting comprehensive planning and operational strategies the book allows readers to gain an in
depth grasp of how to integrate future coexisting networks at high frequency bands in a cooperative manner
yielding reliable and high speed 5g hetnets

Energy-Efficient Scheduling under Delay Constraints for Wireless Networks
2020-08-26

this book documents electric power requirements for the dismounted soldier on future army battlefields describes
advanced energy concepts and provides an integrated assessment of technologies likely to affect limitations and
needs in the future it surveys technologies associated with both supply and demand including energy sources and
systems low power electronics and design communications computers displays and sensors and networks
protocols and operations advanced concepts discussed are predicated on continued development by the army of
soldier systems similar to the land warrior system on which the committee bases its projections on energy use
finally the volume proposes twenty research objectives to achieve energy goals in the 2025 time frame

Efficient Integration of 5G and Beyond Heterogeneous Networks
1997-12-30

explains current co design and co optimization methodologies for building hardware neural networks and
algorithms for machine learning applications this book focuses on how to build energy efficient hardware for
neural networks with learning capabilities and provides co design and co optimization methodologies for building
hardware neural networks that can learn presenting a complete picture from high level algorithm to low level
implementation details learning in energy efficient neuromorphic computing algorithm and architecture co design also
covers many fundamentals and essentials in neural networks e g deep learning as well as hardware implementation
of neural networks the book begins with an overview of neural networks it then discusses algorithms for utilizing
and training rate based artificial neural networks next comes an introduction to various options for executing
neural networks ranging from general purpose processors to specialized hardware from digital accelerator to
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analog accelerator a design example on building energy efficient accelerator for adaptive dynamic programming
with neural networks is also presented an examination of fundamental concepts and popular learning algorithms
for spiking neural networks follows that along with a look at the hardware for spiking neural networks then
comes a chapter offering readers three design examples two of which are based on conventional cmos and one on
emerging nanotechnology to implement the learning algorithm found in the previous chapter the book concludes with
an outlook on the future of neural network hardware includes cross layer survey of hardware accelerators for
neuromorphic algorithms covers the co design of architecture and algorithms with emerging devices for much
improved computing efficiency focuses on the co design of algorithms and hardware which is especially critical for
using emerging devices such as traditional memristors or diffusive memristors for neuromorphic computing learning in
energy efficient neuromorphic computing algorithm and architecture co design is an ideal resource for researchers
scientists software engineers and hardware engineers dealing with the ever increasing requirement on power
consumption and response time it is also excellent for teaching and training undergraduate and graduate students
about the latest generation neural networks with powerful learning capabilities

Energy-Efficient Technologies for the Dismounted Soldier 2019-12-31

this book focuses on wireless sensor networks and their operation covering topics including routing energy
efficiency and management

Learning in Energy-Efficient Neuromorphic Computing: Algorithm and
Architecture Co-Design 2012-01-31

renewable raw materials are becoming increasingly important as an alternative resource base in industrial
networks consequently research for methods improving the efficient use of renewable resources in production
processes with by products is crucial the aim is cascade utilization thus the multiple utilization of a raw material
before its conversion into energy the international conference on resource efficiency in interorganizational
networks reseff brings together interdisciplinary researchers developing strategies and solution concepts for
efficient resource utilization it is therefore a platform for scientific exchange both between experts as well as
interdisciplinary groups from agricultural and forestry science mathematical optimization operations research
marketing business informatics production and logistics the following facets of the challenging topic of resource
efficiency in interorganizational networks are covered materials technologies planning of production and value
added networks for renewable resources as well as governance coordination and sale of products from renewable
resources

Wireless Sensor Networks and Energy Efficiency: Protocols, Routing and
Management 2013-11-26

spectrum sharing in wireless networks fairness efficiency and security provides a broad overview of wireless
network spectrum sharing in seven distinct sections the first section examines the big picture and basic principles
explaining the concepts of spectrum sharing hardware software function requirements for efficient sharing and
future trends of sharing strategies the second section contains more than 10 chapters that discuss differing
approaches to efficient spectrum sharing the authors introduce a new coexistence and sharing scheme for multi hop
networks describe the space time sharing concept introduce lte u and examine sharing in broadcast and unicast
environments they then talk about different cooperation strategies to achieve mutual benefits for primary users pu
and secondary users su discuss protocols in a spectrum sharing context and provide different game theory models
between pus and sus the third section explains how to model the interactions of pus and sus using an efficient
calculation method to determine spectrum availability additionally this section explains how to use scheduling
models to achieve efficient su traffic delivery the subject of the fourth section is mimo oriented design it focuses on
how directional antennas and mimo antennas greatly enhance wireless network performance the authors include a
few chapters on capacity rate calculations as well as beamforming issues under mimo antennas power control is
covered in the fifth section which also describes the interference aware power allocation schemes among cognitive
radio users and the power control schemes in cognitive radios the sixth section provides a comprehensive look at
security issues including different types of spectrum sharing attacks and threats as well as corresponding
countermeasure schemes the seventh and final section covers issues pertaining to military applications and examines
how the military task protects its data flows when sharing the spectrum with civilian applications

First International Conference on Resource Efficiency in Interorganizational
Networks - ResEff 2013 - 2016-11-17

an essential resource that addresses the actual issues confronting the network user and or system manager who
must deal with specific problems with connections distributed databases and their access the relative advantages
of each type of protocol software and hardware costs and more

Spectrum Sharing in Wireless Networks 1992

detailing powerful methods for reducing the energy costs associated with operating a data center making your
data center energy efficient examines both equipment and building facilities it reviews the rationale for conserving
energy and demonstrates how conservation and careful equipment selection can lead to significant improvements to
your bottom line for those not well versed in financial or energy terms the first two chapters provide a detailed
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discussion of the terms associated with different types of energy as well as how to compute the return on
investment for energy conservation efforts the text includes tables of monthly expenses associated with operating
equipment that will help you convert problems into simple table lookup processes among the money saving topics
discussed it considers how to minimize the energy consumption of a wide range of devices a little understood topic
that can make a big impact on energy costs general heating and cooling techniques required to effectively monitor
different types of meters phantom energy usage and methods for minimizing its cost to your organization recognizing
that most readers may not have direct control over the selection of a furnace or hot water heater the book
provides you with the ability to recognize the efficiencies and inefficiencies of various types of devices so you can
provide input into the decision making process from replacing lighting to consolidation and virtualization it
provides you with the well rounded understanding needed to properly manage all aspects of the energy consumed in
your data center

Cost-efficient Network Management 2011-09-06

the topic of energy efficiency in communications and networks attracts growing attention due to economical and
environmental reasons the amount of power consumed by information and communication technologies ict is rapidly
increasing as well as the energy bill of service providers according to a number of studies ict alone is responsible
for a percentage which varies from 2 to 10 of the world power consumption thus driving rising cost and
sustainability concerns about the energy footprint of the it infrastructure energy efficiency is an aspect that
until recently was only considered for battery driven devices today we see energy efficiency becoming a pervasive
issue that will need to be considered in all technology areas from device technology to systems management this
book is seeking to provide a compilation of novel research contributions on hardware design architectures
protocols and algorithms that will improve the energy efficiency of communication devices and networks and lead
to a more energy proportional technology infrastructure

Making Your Data Center Energy Efficient 2012-04-04

addresses innovations in technology relating to the energy efficiency of a wide variety of contemporary computer
systems and networks with concerns about global energy consumption at an all time high improving computer
networks energy efficiency is becoming an increasingly important topic large scale distributed systems and energy
efficiency a holistic view addresses innovations in technology relating to the energy efficiency of a wide variety of
contemporary computer systems and networks after an introductory overview of the energy demands of current
information and communications technology ict individual chapters offer in depth analyses of such topics as cloud
computing green networking both wired and wireless mobile computing power modeling the rise of green data centers
and high performance computing resource allocation and energy efficiency in peer to peer p2p computing networks
discusses measurement and modeling of the energy consumption method includes methods for energy consumption
reduction in diverse computing environments features a variety of case studies and examples of energy reduction and
assessment timely and important large scale distributed systems and energy efficiency is an invaluable resource for
ways of increasing the energy efficiency of computing systems and networks while simultaneously reducing the
carbon footprint

Energy Efficiency in Communications and Networks 2015-03-05

this book provides a structured treatment of the key principles and techniques for enabling efficient processing of
deep neural networks dnns dnns are currently widely used for many artificial intelligence ai applications including
computer vision speech recognition and robotics while dnns deliver state of the art accuracy on many ai tasks it
comes at the cost of high computational complexity therefore techniques that enable efficient processing of deep
neural networks to improve metrics such as energy efficiency throughput and latency without sacrificing
accuracy or increasing hardware costs are critical to enabling the wide deployment of dnns in ai systems the book
includes background on dnn processing a description and taxonomy of hardware architectural approaches for
designing dnn accelerators key metrics for evaluating and comparing different designs features of the dnn processing
that are amenable to hardware algorithm co design to improve energy efficiency and throughput and opportunities
for applying new technologies readers will find a structured introduction to the field as well as a formalization
and organization of key concepts from contemporary works that provides insights that may spark new ideas

Large-scale Distributed Systems and Energy Efficiency 2020-06-24

in this work the unique power measurement capabilities of the cray xt architecture were exploited to gain an
understanding of power and energy use and the effects of tuning both cpu and network bandwidth modifications
were made to deterministically halt cores when idle additionally capabilities were added to alter operating p state
at the application level an understanding of the power requirements of a range of important doe nnsa production
scientific computing applications running at large scale is gained by simultaneously collecting current and
voltage measurements on the hosting nodes the effects of both cpu and network bandwidth tuning are examined and
energy savings opportunities without impact on run time performance are demonstrated this research suggests that
next generation large scale platforms should not only approach cpu frequency scaling differently but could also
benefit from the capability to tune other platform components to achieve more energy efficient performance

Efficient Processing of Deep Neural Networks 2012-09-04

surveys results from a newly emerging line of research that targets algorithm analysis in the physical interference
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model the focus is on wireless scheduling and it looks at the difficulty of this problem and examines algorithms for
wireless scheduling with provable performance guarantees

Energy-Efficient High Performance Computing 2010

although there are many books available on wsns most are low level introductory books the few available for
advanced readers fail to convey the breadth of knowledge required for those aiming to develop next generation
solutions for wsns filling this void wireless sensor networks from theory to applications supplies comprehensive
coverage of ws

Efficiency of Wireless Networks 2013-08-28

this invaluable reference book focuses on the air interface of mobile networks at different layers according to the
osi reference model it provides an overview of several wireless communication systems as well as mobile satellite
systems followed by detailed analysis of radio resource management issues

Wireless Sensor Networks 2007-05-08

this texso called intent based networking ibn is founded on well known sdn software defined networking and
represents one of the most important emerging network infrastructure opportunities the ibn is the beginning of a new
era in the history of networking where the network itself translates business intentions into appropriate network
configurations for all devices this minimizes manual effort provides an additional layer of network monitoring and
provides the ability to perform network analytics and take full advantage of machine learning the centralized
software defined solution provides process automation and proactive problem solving as well as centralized
management of the network infrastructure with software based network management many operations can be
performed automatically using intelligent control algorithms artificial intelligence and machine learning as a
result network operation costs application response times and energy consumption are reduced network reliability
and performance are improved network security and flexibility are enhanced this will be a benefit for existing
networks as well as evolved lte based mobile networks emerging internet of things iot cloud systems and soon for
the future 5g 6g networks the future networks will reach a whole new level of self awareness self configuration
self optimization self recovery and self protection this volume consists of 28 chapters based on recent research
on ibn the volume is a collection of the most important research for the future intent based networking deployment
provided by different groups of researchers from ukraine germany slovak republic switzerland south korea china
czech republic poland brazil belarus and israel the authors of the chapters from this collection present in depth
extended research results in their scientific fields the presented contents are highly interesting while still being
rather practically oriented and straightforward to understand herewith we would like to wish all our readers a
lot of inspiration by studying of the volume t will be replaced by the correct backcover text as soon as we get it

Protocols for High-Efficiency Wireless Networks 2022

wireless networking covers a variety of topics involving many challenges the main concern of clustering
approaches for mobile wireless sensor networks wsns is to prolong the battery life of the individual sensors and
the network lifetime for a successful clustering approach the need of a powerful mechanism to safely elect a
cluster head remains a challenging task in many research works that take into account the mobility of the network
in mobile wireless and sensor networks a clustering algorithm for energy efficiency and safety the authors use an
approach based on computing of the weight of each node in the network as the proposed technique to deal with this
problem they present a virtual laboratory platform vlp of baptized mercury allowing students and researchers to
make practical work pw on different aspects of mobile wireless sensor networks the authors choice of wsns is
motivated mainly by the use of real experiments needed in most college courses on wsns these usual experiments
however require an expensive investment and many nodes in the classroom the platform presented here aims at
showing the feasibility the flexibility and the reduced cost using the authors approach the authors demonstrate
the performance of the proposed algorithms that contribute to the familiarization of the learners in the field of
wsns the book will be a valuable resource for students in networking studies as well as for faculty and
researchers in this area

Future Intent-Based Networking 2019-07-01

modeling and simulation of computer networks and systems methodologies and applications introduces you to a
broad array of modeling and simulation issues related to computer networks and systems it focuses on the
theories tools applications and uses of modeling and simulation in order to effectively optimize networks it
describes methodologies for modeling and simulation of new generations of wireless and mobiles networks and cloud
and grid computing systems drawing upon years of practical experience and using numerous examples and
illustrative applications recognized experts in both academia and industry discuss important and emerging topics in
computer networks and systems including but not limited to modeling simulation analysis and security of wireless
and mobiles networks especially as they relate to next generation wireless networks methodologies strategies and
tools and strategies needed to build computer networks and systems modeling and simulation from the bottom up
different network performance metrics including mobility congestion quality of service security and more modeling
and simulation of computer networks and systems is a must have resource for network architects engineers and
researchers who want to gain insight into optimizing network performance through the use of modeling and
simulation discusses important and emerging topics in computer networks and systems including but not limited to
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modeling simulation analysis and security of wireless and mobiles networks especially as they relate to next
generation wireless networks provides the necessary methodologies strategies and tools needed to build computer
networks and systems modeling and simulation from the bottom up includes comprehensive review and evaluation of
simulation tools and methodologies and different network performance metrics including mobility congestion
quality of service security and more

Mobile, Wireless and Sensor Networks 2015-04-21

underpinning all of the ideas involved in the growth of the internet and its technologies is the principle of subnet
design this book takes the principles on which subnet design is based and develops them to fully explain the
fundamental design concepts on which modern tcp ip networks depend computer books communications networking

Modeling and Simulation of Computer Networks and Systems 2000

co editors of the volume are federico �lvarez alessandro bassi michele bezzi laurent ciavaglia frances cleary
petros daras hermann de meer panagiotis demestichas john domingue theo g kanter stamatis karnouskos srdjan kr�o
laurent lefevre jasper lentjes man sze li paul malone antonio manzalini volkmar lotz henning m�ller karsten oberle
noel e o connor nick papanikolaou dana petcu rahim rahmani danny raz ga�l richards elio salvadori susana
sargento hans schaffers joan serrat burkhard stiller antonio f skarmeta kurt tutschku theodore zahariadis the
internet is the most vital scientific technical economic and societal set of infrastructures in existence and in
operation today serving 2 5 billion users continuing its developments would secure much of the upcoming
innovation and prosperity and it would underpin the sustainable growth in economic values and volumes needed in
the future future internet infrastructures research is therefore a must the future internet assembly fia is a
successful conference that brings together participants of over 150 research projects from several distinct yet
interrelated areas in the european union framework programme 7 fp7 the research projects are grouped as follows
the network of the future as infrastructure connecting and orchestrating the future internet of people computers
devices content clouds and things cloud computing internet of services and advanced software engineering the
public private partnership projects on future internet future internet research and experimentation fire the 26 full
papers included in this volume were selected from 45 submissions they are organized in topical sections named
software driven networks virtualization programmability and autonomic management computing and networking
clouds internet of things and enabling technologies and economic incentives

Subnet Design for Efficient Networks 2013-04-22

energy efficiency is finally a common sense term nowadays almost everyone knows that using energy more efficiently
saves money reduces the emissions of greenhouse gasses and lowers dependence on imported fossil fuels we are living
in a fossil age at the peak of its strength competition for securing resources for fuelling economic development is
increasing price of fuels will increase while availability of would gradually decline small nations will be first to
suffer if caught unprepared in the midst of the struggle for resources among the large players here it is where
energy efficiency has a potential to lead toward the natural next step transition away from imported fossil fuels
someone said that the only thing more harmful then fossil fuel is fossilized thinking it is our sincere hope that some
of chapters in this book will influence you to take a fresh look at the transition to low carbon economy and the
role that energy efficiency can play in that process

The Future Internet 2012-03-16

this book provides an overview of the latest research and development of new technologies for cognitive radio
mobile communications and wireless networks the contributors discuss the research and requirement analysis and
initial standardization work towards 5g cellular systems and the capacity problems it presents they show how
cognitive radio with the capability to flexibly adapt its parameters has been proposed as the enabling technology
for unlicensed secondary users to dynamically access the licensed spectrum owned by legacy primary users on a
negotiated or an opportunistic basis they go on to show how cognitive radio is now perceived in a much broader
paradigm that will contribute to solve the resource allocation problem that 5g requirements raise the chapters
represent hand selected expanded papers from eai sponsored and hosted conferences such as the 12th eai
international conference on mobile and ubiquitous systems the 11th eai international conference on heterogeneous
networking for quality reliability security and robustness the 10th international conference on cognitive radio
oriented wireless networks the 8th international conference on mobile multimedia communications and the eai
international conference on software defined wireless networks and cognitive technologies for iot

Energy Efficiency 2003

food chains quality safety and efficiency in a challenging world addresses the many issues facing european food
producers and other food chain stakeholders who endeavour to improve their competitive position in a highly
competitive world food market the food chain is one of the main economic pillars in europe providing employment and
opportunities for economic development in rural areas it is therefore imperative to continuously monitor the
changes that affect the sector in order to allow stakeholders to respond promptly and effectively to the new
market conditions adjusting to the new market involves new technology globalization demographic and social
changes within a challenging market environment in order to adopt these new market parameters food chain
stakeholders need to adapt their activities in order to gain in terms of effectiveness and efficiency this book was
originally published as a special issue of food economics acta agriculture scandinavica section c
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FCC Record 2018-07-30

this book introduces the technical foundations and tools for estimating the power consumption of internet
networks and services including a detailed description of how these models are constructed and applied modeling
the power consumption and energy efficiency of telecommunications networks can be used to gain insight into the
construction of mathematical models that provide realistic estimates of the power consumption of internet
networks and services this knowledge enables forecasting the energy footprint of future networks and services to
integrate sustainability and environmental considerations into network planning and design features provides the
motivation for developing mathematical models for telecommunications network and service power consumption
and energy efficiency modeling presents factors impacting overall network and service power consumption discusses
the types of network equipment and their power consumption profiles reviews the basics of power modeling including
network segmentation traffic forecasting top down and bottom up models wired and wireless networks data
centers and servers explores the application of energy efficiency metrics for equipment networks and services this
book is aimed at students and technologists as well as technology managers and policy makers this book will be
of value to any organization that wishes to estimate the energy footprint of the use of information and
communications technologies this book can also be integrated into a course on the sustainability of information
and communications technologies

Cognitive Radio, Mobile Communications and Wireless Networks
2014-01-02

introductory technical guidance for mechanical engineers electrical engineers and other professional engineers and
construction managers interested in design and construction of energy efficient data centers here is what is
discussed 1 summary 2 background 3 information technology it systems 4 environmental conditions 5 air
management 6 cooling systems 7 electrical systems 8 other opportunities for energy efficient design 9 data center
metrics and benchmarking

Food Chains: Quality, Safety and Efficiency in a Challenging World
2021-10-29

energy efficiency in air transportation explores the relationship between air transportation and energy use starting
with an analysis of air transport energy sources and their potential development the book examines how different
elements of the air transport system make use of energy with an analysis of various methods for optimizing energy
consumption the book covers the consequences of energy use in terms of economics environmental impact and
sustainable development with a review of the existing and proposed regulatory measures addressing those factors
aeronautical and air transport engineers interested in aerial vehicle systems design as well as public
administrators and regulators concerned with energy efficiency or environmental issues in air transport will
benefit greatly from this comprehensive reference which captures necessary background information along with the
newest developments in the field examines new developments in energy efficiency in the air transport field includes
exergy analyses of aerial vehicles and systems shows the environmental impact from fuel use including local air
quality consumption of non renewable materials and contribution to climate change discusses the co2 emissions
certification required by icao for new aircraft models

Modeling the Power Consumption and Energy Efficiency of
Telecommunications Networks 2023-04-24

this book covers innovative technologies and approaches for improvement of technical and economic parameters of
functional geotechnical systems the focus is on mathematical modelling of objects and processes as well as the
development of techniques and their control algorithms the book comprises schemata of practical tasks solving
related to min

An Introduction to Energy Efficient Data Centers for Professional Engineers
2018-06-23

Energy Efficiency in Air Transportation 2013-11-19

Energy Efficiency Improvement of Geotechnical Systems
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